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Letter from the Director

highlight some of the following:

and research activities, constitute solid
steps toward the SCIEF’s consolidation

We have developed a new and exciting
Think Tank on Islamic Finance with many
of the main professionals in different secDear Reader,

as a hub to channel existing debates and
actions in the field of Islamic finance in
Europe.

tors in Spain.
Hope you will enjoy reading this news at

Receive my greetings once again at the
end of the first semester 2016. In this
new exciting period for the Saudi Spanish
Center of Islamic Economics and Finance (SCIEF), we are really pleased to share with you all the activities and results
that SCIEF has achieved during these six

The development of the Second Immersion Week for King Abdul Aziz students

Sincerely,
We launched with Sorbonne University a
monthly Seminar with both students and

Celia de Anca,

researchers of IE Business School and

Director of SCIEF

King Abdul Aziz University.

We also celebrated the final event and the

tioned to emerge as a European and inter-

award ceremony of the 3rd edition of our
“what is out there?” Competition.

national hub for education and research
in Islamic Finance and to provide support

We look forward with optimism to the

for companies and financial experts.

rest of the year, and the emergence of
new plans and projects for the years to

With our team of experts and our loyal

llecting them.

was a huge success.

months.

We believe that the Center is now posi-

least as much as much as we enjoyed co-

come.

partners, we were able to develop at
SCIEF a range of new activities in its key

SCIEF’s success would not have been

areas: academic excellence, research,

possible without the invaluable contri-

international awareness, and engage-

butions of collaborators, partners and

ment with the business community.

friends. The new youth engaging initiati-

Among these activities, we would like to

ves, together with our regular academic
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‘What is Out There?’ Competition
Since 2008, many experts believe that the causes of the financial crisis include too much leverage for banks and companies;
as well as too much derivative “complex synthetic products” as
the most relevant. There is therefore a social move that demands
financial organization to emphasize more the real economy as
opposed to the financial economy as has been the trend in the
last few decades.

Thus many savers and financial consumers are looking to different ways of doing finance that will meet the financial needs of
This year the SCIEF run once again the “What is Out There?” Com-

the people, taking into account, morals, ethics and need to im-

petition. Following the success of the first and second edition of

prove the societies in which they belong to. All in order to help

the competition, in this third edition we wanted to foster new

their communities activate economic initiatives and in this new

ways of getting funds to run projects or initiatives, to understand

context; alternatives such as Islamic Finance, Ethical banking as

the views of the youth on possible alternatives to the present fi-

well as other Non-banking solutions are of special relevance.

nancial practices, but also to help them look into new alternative

Ethical Banking, Islamic Finance and Non-banking solutions, they

ways that Islamic finance, ethical banking and other non-banking

all have in common they all want to make a positive and lasting

alternatives that can provide for their financial future.

impact in their communities.
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The youth are among the most affected by the situation, because

The 1st of June, the SCIEF invited the 3 finalists of the third edition

they will be the ones that have to bear the excess leverage of the

of the WiOT Competition to Madrid to explain their project in the

present generation, and they have very limited access to the fi-

final event.

nancial resources needed to make their own economic ventures.
To start the WiOT Competition the General Coordinator of the

Our aim was to find and support innovative strategies for finan-

SCIEF, Gonzalo Rodriguez, made an introduction on the sponsors

cing their social impact project.

of the event.
Projects from all around the world participated in this year’s ediDuring the morning, we organized a breakfast and the finalists

tion, giving the competition the international awareness expec-

selected by the jury presented their projects.

ted.

Citicents, by Roberto Ballester
CitiCents incorporates in a very simple way a small step in the

These NGOs propose projects that could be eligible for being

B2C economic transactions by asking this question: “would you

financed through CitiCents. These projects are proposed to the

like to round up?”

companies, embedding them in their strategic approach by policy areas, the country in which the project is developed, etc.

Currently CitiCents already has agreements with major international NGOs with a presence in Spain: Oxfam Intermon, UNHCR
, Caritas, SOS Children , Plan International, Vicente Ferrer , ActionAid , Action Against Hunger , etc.
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Artistia.com, by Lulwa Alsoudairy
Artistia.com is an online social marketplace to buy directly from

Artistia.com is a social marketplace (infinite number of stores)

local artists and designers in the Middle East. Artists and desig-

and the services it provides is to buy directly from artists and de-

ners can showcase and sell own designs/handmade products,

signers where they can have the same features of a social media

collaborate with one another and get access to experts to help

interface and e- commerce, making it more interactive with both

them grow! Artistia aims to empower creative entrepreneurs

the buyers and sellers.

and give them the platform neccessary to encourage local production. Artistia aims to build, on a historical heritage, a modern
platform that fosters the new generation of Artists and Designers.

Naqaa Sustainability Solutions, by Munira Abdelkader
Naqaa Sustainability Solutions is an emerging social enterprise in

Naqaa aims to integrate corporate environmental sustainabili-

the environment and sustainability field. Naqaa was founded in

ty in every Saudi business and to create value through introdu-

2011 by 4 environmental activists from Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Our

cing green practices that can tackle environmental challenges in

main vision is promoting environmental sustainability practices

Saudi Arabia. The visibility of the project revolves around making

in Saudi Arabia’s business sector and community. Basically, we

corporate green change attractive as it is necessary in modern

assist organizations with designing, implementing and measu-

business world.

ring their environmental sustainable performance within that, we
build their sustainable waste management programs, and introduce the highest quality recycling products to the Kingdom.
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Workshop with IE Business School students
The finalist’s presentation was followed by some questions from

Later, while the jury deliberated about the winning project, the

the jury, where interesting points about the financing of these

finalist took part in a workshop at the Impact HUB madrid with

projects came to light.

some IE Business School finance students to halp them improve
their project with fresh ideas.

Awards ceremony
To start the evening event at the Impact HUB Madrid, Rafael Puyol, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the IE University presented the 3 finalist projects, and awarded one of them with a
prize of 2000€: Artistia by Lulwa Alsoudairy.

Sponsors
We want to give out sponsors a very special thanks to our sponsors for making possible the development of the WiOT Competition
and share our experience with you.
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Conferences
‘Islamic Finance vs. Ethical Finance, are they truly similar?’
To close the day, SCIEF organized a conference to explore the similarities and differences between Islamic and ethical finance. This
conference showed some of the ethical issues surrounding finance
and investment.

In this conference, we wanted to show a different perspective on
how finance and investment can be developed, and also get involved in promoting the financial innovation and the positive use of
financial resources.

Speakers
OLIVIA OROZCO

JOSE MONCADA

Dr. Orozco is specialized in the economics and development of

After 12 years working on EU financial services policy, Jose set

Arab countries, Islamic economics and banking, and economic

up Bolsa Social in Madrid, together with a group of talented and

thought in the Mediterranean. She is the main editor of Casa

committed professionals. In Bolsa Social he can appies the ex-

Árabe’s publications on economic issues, from finance, to bu-

perience gained at the Spanish Treasury (Madrid), the European

siness, industrial policy, water, migration, development and the

Commission (Brussels) and the European Securities and Markets

economic consequences of conflicts.

Authority (París).

MOHAMED ABDEL TAWAB AHMED

MIGUEL GANZO

Mohamed is the Learning Program Specialist and Economic Re-

Miguel Ganzo is a Spanish mathematician who lives in Malmö,

searcher at the Islamic Research and Training Institute – IRTI –

south of Sweden. He is an expert on ethical finance and has been

IDB. He has also been Senior Training Specialist at the Egyptian

working with JAK Members Bank. JAK Members Bank is a coo-

Bank Institute (EBI) – The Central Bank Of Egypt and Training Ma-

perative bank, founded in Sweden 1965, which is operating an

nager at QNB Al AHli Bank.

interest-free savings and loan system since 1970.
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Islamic Finance Think Tank
One of the main aims of the SCIEF is to establish itself as the most
important Islamic Finance Think Tank in Europe.

To accomplish this purpose the SCIEF is organizing a series of
meetings with the most relevant agents on this sector, this is,
important law firms, banks, family offices, representatives from
central banks and potential clients.

The last meetings took place in Madrid on December 10th 2015
and February 16th 2016. In these meeting high representatives
from institutions participated to address the legal and fiscal obstacles that should be resolved in order to achieve a better development of the Islamic Finance in Europe. Some of the members
included were:

Members of the Islamic Finance Think Tank
Guillermo Canalejo Lasarte - Uría Menéndez Partner.

Fernando Mínguez – Cuatrecasas Partner.

Jose Antonio Rodriguez - Marimón Abogados Partner.

Luis Casado – Aresbank General Director.

Alfredo Cabellos – Watson Farley & Williams Partner.

Fekri Sinan – Aresbank Director

Olivia Orozco – Casa Árabe.

Celia de Anca - SCIEF Director

Alejo Molina – Cellsbau Madrid Director.

Gonzalo Rodríguez - SCIEF General Coordinator
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Monthly Seminars
The SCIEF has continued joining the monthly seminars organized by the King Abdulaziz University & the
Paris-Sorbonne University Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms (CEFN). Some finance students from the IE
Business School have attended these interesenting seminars and have shown a real interest in this activity.

Seminars
1.

January 20th 2016

Philippe Gillet and Julie Salaber (Westminster University) assess
the recent development and performance of ethical investments

An Inquiry on an Initiative to Create a Bank by Muslim Entrepre-

around the world. Ethical investments include both socially res-

neurs in St. Petersburg in the Early Twentieth Century. Dr. Abde-

ponsible investments and faith-based investments (following

rrazak Belabes.

religious principles).

The purpose of this study is to highlight an initiative for the crea-

3.

April 13th 2016

tion of an Islamic bank, in St. Petersburg in 1907, which has remained completely unnoticed until now. Such discovery, in a Eu-

Dr. Mohd Ma’Sum Billa presented his paper on “Petroleum Trade

ropean context hitherto unthinkable at such a time, is not without

Financing: The Shariah Postulate”.

consequences.
Mohd Ma’Sum Billa is currently a Professor at the Islamic Econo2.

February 10th 2016

mics Institute, King Abdul Aziz University, KSA. He is the author
of 26 books in the areas of finance, insurance, capital market, bu-

Philippe Gillet. Associate professor Paris-Sud University presen-

siness, asset management and e‐Commerce. About 91 articles in

ted the paper “Are Ethical Funds More Resistant to Crisis than

finance, banking,

Conventional funds?”
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2nd Madrid Immersion Week
One more year, a group of students of the King Abdulaziz Uni-

and also have taken part in a workshop on Finance Endowment

versity took an intensive course on Finance from March 7-10 in

at Casa Árabe.

Madrid, Spain. They are the 2nd Immersion Group to enjoy this
course, in which they have developed a wide range of finance
related activities and shared the experiences from practitioners
at Telefónica, Impact HUB Madrid and Madrid Stock Exchange,

In the context of the cultural and educational activities focused
on the business sector in Spain, the students could enjoy lectures
on different topics:

Lectures
1. “Doing business in Spain” by Jose María Recio. International business specialist with focus on Middle Eastern markets.
2. “Madrid, an International hub for business” by Luisa Delgado, PhD Student
3. “The Impact HUb Experience“ by José Moncada, La Bolsa Social CEO.
4. “Smart Human Cities: Shaping the future through technology” by Patricia Rubio, Project Manager in the Research & Development
Department at ILUNION Technology & Accessibility
5. “Diversity Management: the key to success” by Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director.
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Workshop on Finance Endowment
One of the most interesting educational activities during the Im-

between this figure and the WAQF was brought by German Ro-

mersion Week was the workshop on Finance Endowment, which

driguez, Spanish International Lawyer that knows both realities.

took place on June 9th in Casa Árabe, where representatives from
the main fundaciones (Fundación Telefónica, Fundación IE) of

To end the morning, Casa Árabe made a tour around the neoMudejar building.

Spain came to share their experience with the KAU students.

The aim was to explain how the money from the endowment
is channelled in Spain thrugh the fundaciones. The comparison

Speakers
Pedro Villena - General Director of Casa Árabe
Olivia Orozco de la Torre - Coordinator of Education and Economics Program at Casa Árabe
Margarita Alonso - Director of Fundación IE
Gonzalo Rodríguez - SCIEF General Coordinator
Germán Rodríguez - English Lawyer
Cristina de la Cuesta - Fundación Teleónica
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Activities & Visits
Also, the students enjoyed different visits and activities,

pricing, brokerage, portfolio risk and performance analytics,

including:

and other analytics such as stocks, bonds, commodities,
options and futures, and currencies.

o

Visit to Espacio Fundación Telefónica: In the TeBolsa de Madrid: The students got access to this

lefónica Cultural Center, the students received a talk on the

o

development of the art and cultural sector in Spain.

private building in the visit organized by SCIEF, where they
had the opportunity to see the facilities and functioning of

o

Trading room activity: In the framework of the

traning activities of the Immersion Week must be empha-

the Madrid Stock Exchage, as well as the actual situation of
the stock market.

sized the Trading Room activity. Equipped with Bloomberg,
Bernabeu Tour: The students made a tour around

FactSet, WONDA, EVA Dimensions, Thompson, Matlab, Reu-

o

teurs, TTR & Zoologic and other technologies, this facility has

the Real Madrid Stadium to approach to its business model

one of the top collection of analytical tools for a university/

with international presence. They could enjoy the history and

business school´s investment lab in the world.

evolution of this local team.

The Trading Room is home to many classes of finance stu-

o

dents, as well as the home to many finance classes of MBA

enjoyed a day in the IE University in Segovia. They had the

programs which require to do analytical research on security

chance to see the cultural and historial heritage of this town.
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International awareness
WikiStage ESCP Europe 2016 Madrid
On March 16th, in the context of the WikiStage Conferences on
the ethical finance topic, Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director, offered a
talk on “The end of Banks as we know them” and presented the
Center to the attendants.

Human Capital in Islamic Finance
The growth of Islamic banks, and Islamic finance, continues to

Human Capital in Islamic Finance Forum, focused on what it will

outpace the development of talent the industry crucially needs. A

take to meet the human capital needs of an industry developing

dearth in human capital, and leadership in particular, is now one

rapidly both in terms of size and sophistication.

of the biggest challenges the industry faces. Developing a new
generation of Islamic bankers and intermediaries must therefore
be embraced not only by academics but also industry leaders

Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director, participated in the panel “Onstage
Discourse between HR Practitioners and Academia”.

and financial regulators in key Islamic finance markets globally.
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Islamic Finance Seminar. IFSB & Banco de España
The Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) supported by the

re-alignment of economic policy frameworks in a manner that

Banco de España and in collaboration with the IE Business School

strengthens the linkages between the real economy and the fi-

organised last May 23-24 the Seminar on Islamic Finance with

nancial sector. To this end, the Seminar offered some perspecti-

the theme, “The Real Economy and the Financial Sector” in Ma-

ves of Islamic finance principles, and financing modalities, which

drid, Spain.

directly relate to the real sector from both the viewpoints of risk

SCIEF has been involved in the organization of this event, repre-

and return. In particular, the Seminar provided an opportunity

sented by Dr. Celia de Anca, who intoduced the center among

for a global policy dialogue among high-level policymakers, re-

the delegates and public.

gulators, conventional and Islamic finance standard-setters, lea-

This seminar, opened by H. E. Luis M. Linde, Governor of the Cen-

ding private and public sector financial institutions executives,

tral Bank of Spain, was organized in response to the increasing

and academics, to contemplate on the proposals for promoting

interest shown by European countries in Islamic financial servi-

risk-sharing and equity-based financing and its relevance for

ces. The ‘Seminar on Islamic Finance’ was designed to encourage

achieving the objectives of a resilient, stable and equitable global

broad interaction among the delegates to explore the potential

financial system.

The Seminar covered the following topics:
- Islamic Finance: Legal and Regulatory Considerations
- Sukuk: A Growing Alternative Asset Class to Fund the Real Sector
- Equity-based Financing and its Effects on Macroeconomic Resilience
- Banking the Unbanked: Enhancing Financial Inclusion using Risk-Sharing Instruments.
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The speakers in the seminar included:

H.E. Luis M. Linde, Governor of the Bank of Spain
Jaseem Ahmed, Secretary-General, IFSB
Khalid Mohammed Al-Aboodi, Chief Executive Officer, +Islamic
Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector
Sarah Breeden, Acting Executive Director, International Banks
Supervision, Bank of England
Professor Datuk Dr Mohd Azmi Omar, Director General of. Islamic Research and Training Institute (IRTI), Islamic. Development
Bank Group
Guillermo de la Dehesa Romero, Chairman of the International
Advisory Board, IE Business School, Madrid, Spain
Professor Ignacio de la Torre, Academic Director of Master in Finance Programmes, IE Business School, Madrid, Spain
Professor Charles Goodhart, Director of the Financial Regulation
Research Programme, The London School of Economics and Political Science, United Kingdom
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Islam & Muslims in the Global Context Course
The Diplomatic School of Spain together with Casa Árabe made a
course on the topic “Islam & Muslims in the Global Context” from
April 18 to May 31.

The aim was to offer a closer look to the multiple faces of the
Islam. In this edition, Celia de Anca gave the lesson “Puntos de
encuentro entre finanzas islámicas y éticas: la experiencia del
SCIEF” (Links between Islamic and ethical finance : the SCIEF experience).

Impact Hub Madrid 6th aniversary
On April 6, Celia de Anca, as SCIEF Director, participated in the

event was to promote islamic finance as an alternative system.

Impact Hub Madrid 6th aniversary. During the event, diverse

Also, the SCIEF General Coordinator, Gonzalo Rodríguez, gave a

people spoke about ethical and alternative finance as a way to

lecture on the current situation of the Islamic Finance in Spain.

make positive changes in our society. Our participation in the
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The Interview
Abdulaziz Alsultanalamri. IE Business School
Abdulaziz Alsultanalamri is a student at the IE Business School.

ty. The events have been

He is from Saudi Arabia, and he participates in most of the acti-

knowledgeable and gave

vities the center develops.

the chance to introduce
Islamic Finance into the

1. What are you currently studying at the IE Business School?

Spanish community.
I am currently enrolled in the Masters of International Relations
with specialization on political economy.

4. In your opinion, what
can Islamic Finance pro-

2. How did you discover the SCIEF? Were you aware of the IE
Business School commitment to diversity?

vide to the European financial system?

I have read about the SCIEF prior to my enrollment in the master's
program. I have always been interested in Islamic Finance, and
I would like to pursue my future career in that sector. I find it
full of potential opportunities for growth and there is big area for
research.

I believe it is an emerging sector not only in Europe but also in
the whole world. It is important to make the distinction between
Islam as a religion and the economic concepts that were associated and developed with it. Europe is experiencing a growing
interest in Islamic Finance not only due to the growing number

3. Have you participated in any of the activities the SCIEF deve-

of European Muslims, but also due to the increase of number of
investors worldwide who are looking for different financial tools

lops?

other than the traditional ones. It is important to mention that
Yes, I have been to different workshops and video conferences
along the time of my studies in IE Business School. I have had
the chance to attend the conference on Islamic Finance that was
organized on campus. I have also been to the business competi-

Islamic finance, and ethical finance in general, are still in the process of development. There is a great potential for research and
creation of new ideas in the sector, which makes it promising and
full of opportunities.

tion that was held in collaboration with King Abdulaziz Universi-
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Partners highlights
Saudi Arabia Embassy’s Cultural Attaché
Book Presentation
During the evening event, we had the opportunity to host the presentation of the two new books by the Saudi Arabia Embassy’s
Cultural Attaché in Spain by Mr. Bandar F. Al-Jowaie, Administration Director of the Cultural Attaché:

1.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF THE ISLAMIC
FINANCE.

2.

TEACHING CORPORATE FINANCE FROM AN ISLAMIC
PERSPECTIVE.

The Saudi Arabia Embassy’s Cultural Attaché in Spain has started the “Qántara Project”, whose mission is to publish a series of
books in Arabic and Spanish to build cultural bridges between
both sides and to offer the Spanish and Saudi readers the opportunity to enjoy such an important heritage.
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News from Islamic Economics Institute,
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

‘Investment

Policies

Under

Shari’ah

‘Trust Crisis in Islamic Banking: Empirical Evidence Using

Principles’.

Structural Equations Modeling. By Dr Walid Mansour, Dr

By Prof. Dr Mohd Ma’Sum Billah. JOURNAL OF ISLAMIC

Mohammad Nassief and two other authors. INTERNATIO-

BANKING AND FINANCE. Volume 33 Jan–Mar. 2016 No. 12.

NAL JOURNAL OF BUSINESS, 21(2). ISSN: 1083-4346

On 24 March 2016 Mr. Ammar Ahmed Shata, Executive Director & Founder, Alkhabeer Capital, held a lecture on ‘Building Investment
Portfolio’.
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Lecture on ‘Usury to Interest: History and Possible Lessons’ by Dr Kaleem Alam, Researcher, Islamic Economics Institute, King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, on 30 July, 2016. At Institute of Objective Studies (HQ), New Delhi, India

Workshop on ‘The Implementation of Actuarial Science’ organized by Islamic Economic Institute, on 30, 31 May and 01 June, 2016

37th Al-Baraka Symposium on Islamic Economics. Held on June, 13 & 14, 2016.
Dr. Ahmed Belouafi presented a research paper on ‘Objectives (Maqasid), Reasons (Ilal) and End Results of Some the Ahadith in Transactions’.
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Monthly Seminar with Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms Via Video Conference

1

Dr. Abderrazak BELABES, Researcher. Islamic Economics Institute. King Abdulaziz University. Saudi Arabia. An initiati-

ve to create an Islamic Bank in Saint-Petersburg in the Early of Twentieth Century. 20 Jan, 2016

2

Dr. Philippe Gillet (CEFN). HRD Professor in Managment RITM - University Paris Sud,France. “Are Ethical Funds More

Resistant to Crisis than Conventional funds?” 10 Feb, 2016

3

Dr. Mohd Ma’Sum Billah, Researcher. Islamic Economics Institute, King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia. “Petroleum

Trade Financing: The Shariah Postulate”. 13 Apr, 2016

4

Dr. Necati Aydin, College of Business, Alfaisal University, Saudi Arabia. “Islamic versus Conventional Human Develo-

pment Index: Empirical evidence from ten Muslim countries” 04 May, 2016
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Relevant International News
IDB elects former Saudi haj minister Hajjar as new president
Former Haj Minister Bandar Hajjar has been nominated by the
government to head the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) at a
meeting of the board’s governors in Jakarta recently.

IDB President Ahmad bin Mohammad Ali thanked Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques King Salman for his support of the bank
and wished Hajjar all the best in his new post, a local publication
reported on Friday.

Minister of Finance and Governor for Saudi Arabia in IDB Ibrahim

He was later appointed deputy chairman of the National Human

Al-Assaf praised Ali for his contribution to the bank over the

Rights Society between 2004 and 2005, and then as president

years. Al-Assaf said that the IDB has become a major player in

in 2005. A royal decree was issued in December 2011 to appoint

the international finance arena since it was set up in 1975.

him minister of Haj. He also served a stint as minister of culture
and information, the publication reported.

Hajjar has a degree in economics and political science from King
Saud University in Riyadh with first degree honors, a master’s
degree in economics from Indiana University in the US, and a
PhD in economics from Loughborough University in England.

He was undersecretary in the economics department at King
Abdulaziz University between 1995 and 1998, Deputy Director
of Islamic Economics Research Center (now Islamic Economics
Institute) at the same university from 1992 to 1995, and headed
the external affairs committee in the Shoura Council.
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